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Do you experience similar failures
to achieve the results that you
desire at work? For example:
• You want to manage time, but
you can’t seem to put into
practice new time management
techniques.
• You want to change your
management style from a
director to a coach and
facilitator of learning, but find
that you continue to use your
old management style.
Tapping Into the Power of
Learning Part 5A:
Using Action Science
by Marilyn Herasymowych, MCE
“... A blind spot is something we
need to see but don’t. It isn’t
generally blind because we can’t see
it; it’s blind because we won’t see it.
... Illusions are much more than
blind spots — they are willful
constructs. They are systems of
deceptive thought about what life
around us really is.”
— James R. Lucas, Fatal Illusions:
Shredding a Dozen Unrealities
That Can Keep Your
Organization From Success (1997)
Have you ever wondered why it is so
difficult to achieve the results that
you desire in your personal life? For
example:
• You want to be able to save
money, but you find that you
can’t.
• You want to exercise more and
lead a healthy lifestyle, but you
can’t seem to find the time or
energy that it requires.

All of us experience these kinds of
failures to achieve the results that
we desire. The classic example
occurs every year, on New Year’s
Eve, when we make resolutions to
change our behaviours in the new
year. We start out with the best of
intentions, and then ... On the
following New Year’s Eve, we find
ourselves making the same
resolutions, believing that this time
we will succeed.
In organizations, employees are
sent to training events, in order to
enhance their skills (e.g., technical
skills, communication skills,
management skills). These
employees return to work, with the
best of intentions, to apply the new
learning in their work, and then ...
Sound familiar? The same thing
occurs when organizations ask
employees to change.
Organizations often believe that the
lack of change is due to resistance
to change, when that is not the case.
The field of action science
addresses this phenomenon: it
provides techniques that identify

the gap between the actual behaviour
and the desired behaviour, and that
encourage a change in the behaviour,
so that the individual and/or the team
achieves the desired results.
Action science taps into reflective
intelligence by using reflective
intelligence strategies. The reason
that we continue failing to achieve the
results that we desire is because we
are using brain patterns that are based
on our experiential intelligence. For
example, let’s say that I can’t save
money. All of my brain patterns are
based on my experience of not being
able to save money. Furthermore, my
brain patterns not only reinforce, but
actually produce the result of, not
saving money.
We justify our actions by falling prey
to a cognitive illusion: the illusion of
knowing (InfoMine, Vol. 2, No. 2).
Often, when we experience a
problem, we believe that we have not
contributed to the problem, when, in
fact, we have. For example, my
actions in not being able to save
money are a direct result of my brain
patterns, which are based on my
experience of not saving money. It is
easy for me to justify not being able
to save money by saying that
everything costs so much, or that I
have a lot of expenses. When I do
this, I am suffering from the cognitive
illusion of magical thinking; even
though I know that something is not
true, I still act as if it were true. Deep
down inside, I know that I cause my
own financial problems, but I refuse
to admit it to myself. Continuing to
believe this illusion produces the
result of not saving money. I continue
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to not save money, therefore proving
that my illusion is correct.
To change my actions to that of
saving money, I must have the
courage to examine the illusions
from which I am operating. I must
be willing to admit that I am part of
the problem. Only then can I
effectively change my actions and
achieve the results that I desire. To
do this, I need to use reflective
intelligence strategies: in this case,
I am able to save money. On
reflection, what I discover is that
I’m not willing to give up spending
money, in order to save it. For
example, instead of buying a cafe
latte ($2.50 a cup) once a week as a
treat, I purchase a cafe latte every
day — sometimes twice a day. I
justify this expenditure by saying to
myself: “I deserve this. I have
worked hard today, and this is my
only treat.” However, my actions do
not stop at a simple cup of coffee.
In that same day, I go for lunch
($10.00), instead of packing a lunch.
I use the same justification for my
actions.
Before you can modify your actions,
you need to know what your actions
actually are, and to understand those
thinking patterns (i.e., experiential
intelligence) that are driving your
actions. Basically, action science
techniques ask you to follow seven
steps:
1. Examine your actions to
determine what results your
actions create.
2. Examine the justifications that
you use for your actions.
3. Examine your thinking, by
asking yourself whether your
justifications for your actions
are helping or hindering you in
achieving the results that you
desire.
4. Decide which thinking patterns
and actions you will modify, in

order to achieve the results that
you desire.
5. Develop a plan to change your
thinking patterns and actions.
6. Practice the new thinking patterns
and actions.
7. Analyze the results of each
practice session, and make
modifications based on what you
learned from practicing the new
thinking patterns and actions.
The first step is the easiest, because
you can see your actions, or you can
ask others to give you feedback on
your actions. Each step becomes
progressively more difficult, because
it is harder to examine how your brain
is operating. Since these steps are so
difficult to achieve, action science
provides techniques to help people to
succeed at each step. The best way to
do action science is over a long period
of time, with an experienced
facilitator guiding the process and
providing feedback on each
individual’s progress. In
organizations, the best group with
which to work is an intact team.
In this series of newsletters, I will
guide you through this process. You
may wish to form a support group of
people who wish to try this process.
For the next two months, work on step
1: Examine your actions to determine
what results your actions create. To
do this, you need to keep a log book
or journal of your observations. Here
are some guidelines for doing step 1:
1. List all of the situations, actions,
and circumstances that you
currently experience that bother
you the most about your personal
life and/or your work situation
(e.g., never enough time, too
much change).
2. Select one of the listed items in
number 1 above to examine in
more depth.
3. For the next two months, pay
attention to those times when the

selected item crops up. Record
your observations in your log
book or journal. What did you
want to have happen? What
actually occurred? Who was
involved? What were your
actions? What were you
thinking? What were your
reasons for your actions?
Action science requires discipline.
Over the next two months, take the
time that you need to do step 1
thoroughly. If you don’t take this
time, ask yourself what you are
thinking to justify the fact that you
are not changing your actions by
trying this activity. It will be very
easy to say that you don’t have the
time. However, if you don’t take the
time, you will continue to achieve
the results that you don’t desire. Is
this what you want? Be gentle with
yourself. This is very difficult.
Your first task is to become aware.
“... illusions gain and maintain their
power, not because we’re ignorant
of reality, but because we sense or
know the reality and choose to avoid
it. We might tell ourselves that we
don’t know anything different or
have all the facts, while what we’re
really doing is entering more deeply
into the process of illusion
building.”
— James R. Lucas, Fatal Illusions
(1997)
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